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675 West Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30375 
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Carrier Notification 
SN91082876 
 
Date: February 8, 2002 
 
To: Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs) 
 
Subject: CLECs - Update to Hunt Group Activity (HA) Tables  
 
This is to advise that the BellSouth Business Rules for Local Ordering (BBR-LO) HA Tables for 
Hunting will be updated in the BBR–LO scheduled to be posted to the BellSouth Interconnection 
Services’ Web site on March 1, 2002.  These changes appear in the REQ TYP E-Resale 
chapter and apply to both REQ TYP E and M.  
 
This update clarifies the use of HA Tables for Hunting and appears as follows: 

HA Tables for Hunting 
 
Hunting is an OPTIONAL feature.  The attached tables apply only to CLECs retaining existing 
Hunt Group(s), creating, modifying or removing Hunt Groups.  If Hunting is not involved, 
these tables do not apply.  
 
The attached tables will provide the Required, Conditional and Optional (R/C/O) fields for the 
Local Service Request (LSR) form/screen for every valid Hunt Group Activity for this requisition 
type.  Please refer to the Hunt Group Activity section for a listing of the valid HAs for each 
account level activity (ACT). 
 
All fields that are not mentioned are either invalid, not applicable, prohibited or not supported.   
When fields are populated, which are not supported by BellSouth, those fields not supported will 
be ignored.  Populating any other fields may result in a fatal reject or a clarification of the service 
request.  

Please note the following codes:  

�� Mandatory entries are indicated by quotation marks ("xxx").  

�� Optional fields marked with an asterisk (*) force at least one of the conditional fields to 
become required when populated.  

�� Fields used only for manual orders are followed by (m).  

�� Fields used only for electronic orders are followed by (e).  

 
See the Data Element Dictionary Section for additional information on each of the fields listed 
in the attachment. 
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This update can be found at the BellSouth Interconnection Services’ Web site located at: 
 
        http://www.interconnection.bellsouth.com/guides/index.html 
 
Please contact your BellSouth Local Contract Manager with any questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
ORIGINAL SIGNED BY JIM BRINKLEY 
 
Jim Brinkley – Senior Director 
BellSouth Interconnection Services 
 
Attachment 
 

http://www.interconnection.bellsouth.com/guides/index.html


Attachment 
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7.4.4.1 HA = N  

LSR (Hunting) HA = N  

Required  Conditional  Optional  

HNUM  TLI  HTQTY  

HA = " N "   LOCNUM  

HID    

HNTYP    

HLA = " N "    

HTSEQ    

NOTYP    

HT    

" " = mandatory entry; * = when this optional field is populated, it forces at least one of the conditional fields to become 
REQUIRED; (m) = for manual ordering only; (e) = for electronic ordering only  

7.4.4.2 HA = E  

LSR (Hunting) HA = E  

Required  Conditional  Optional  

HNUM  TLI  HTQTY  

HA = " E "   LOCNUM  

HID    

HNTYP    

HLA = " E "    

HTSEQ    

NOTYP    

HT    

" " = mandatory entry; * = when this optional field is populated, it forces at least one of the conditional fields to become 
REQUIRED; (m) = for manual ordering only; (e) = for electronic ordering only  
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7.4.4.3 HA = C  

LSR (Hunting) HA = C  

Required  Conditional  Optional  

HNUM  TLI  HTQTY  

HA = " C "   LOCNUM  

HID    

HNTYP    

HLA    

HTSEQ    

NOTYP    

HT    

" " = mandatory entry; * = when this optional field is populated, it forces at least one of the conditional fields to become 
REQUIRED; (m) = for manual ordering only; (e) = for electronic ordering only  

 
NOTE: The HLA is required for each Telephone Number in the Hunt 
Sequence when HA = C. 

�� NOTE: If HA is C (and you are deleting or disconnecting a line(s) from the Hunt 
sequence), then use: HLA: D = Delete (On each HT (Hunt Telephone Number) 
coming out) and HLA: E=Existing (On each HT (Hunt Telephone Number) 
remaining in the sequence.  

�� If HA is C (and you are adding a line(s) in the Hunt sequence), then use: HLA: N 
= Install (On each HT (Hunt Telephone Number) going in) and HLA: E=Existing 
(On each HT (Hunt Telephone Number) remaining in the sequence.  

�� If HA is C (and you are re-arranging the Hunt Sequence for the Existing Hunt 
Telephone Numbers or re-arranging the Hunt Sequence when deleting or adding a 
Hunt Telephone Number(s)), then use: HLA: E=Existing/Changing Sequence 
Position on all existing Hunt Telephone Numbers.  

7.4.4.4 HA = D  

LSR (Hunting) HA = D  

Required  Conditional  Optional  

HNUM  TLI  HTQTY  

HA = " D "   LOCNUM  
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HID    

HNTYP    

" " = mandatory entry; * = when this optional field is populated, it forces at least one of the conditional fields to become 
REQUIRED; (m) = for manual ordering only; (e) = for electronic ordering only  
 
 


